LIST OF TABLES
The Efficiency Toolkit offers a means of understanding the field of motion economy studies. Importantly, it is not only the physical objects of production but also the production itself of the Toolkit that embody the major tenants of motion economy studies. Motion economy brings together time study techniques first developed by Frederick Winslow Taylor and motion studies pioneered by Frank and Lillian Gilbreth.
Ralph M. Barnes continued the work of Taylor and the Gilbreths by developing pedagogical tools, such as manuals and workbooks, which expounded and expanded upon the analysis and implementation of good work methods. It is the hope of the artist that the Efficiency Toolkit embodies the spirit of the innovators that came before it and inspires further inquiry and understanding of the field of motion economy studies.
This report describes each element of the Toolkit and provides the methods and procedures for producing and evaluating the efficiency of making an edition of ten kits.
Part II: Reporting Explained
The production of each element of the Efficiency Toolkit is reported in a standardized format. The procedure for analysis and reporting is as follows: 
Total Efficiency Value Chart
A numeric system for evaluating each element of the production was determined. The rating system appears in multiple tables and ultimately determines the efficiency of producing the Efficiency Toolkit in its entirety. Each value in the Elements of Operation tables reflects the artists' own evaluation of her own time and motion efficiency relative to a perceived "normal." This perceived normal is comprised of an estimate of how much time and physical effort it might take her peers to accomplish the same tasks as well as a general "feeling" on how efficient she may or may not be. The Time Efficiency category refers to the amount of time it took to accomplish the task. The Motion Efficiency category refers to the physical movement required to accomplish the task. Part III: Analysis of Work Methods
Work Methods Manual
The Work Methods Manual is meant to give the student an introduction to efficiency studies. It first lays out the questions one must ask oneself before beginning any study of motion and time. It then explains the process of analysis required for a successful study. The manual concludes with an example of better work methods in actionalways something to strive for. The book includes excerpted and heavily edited text from Ralph Barnes' Work Methods Manual, Machiavelli, and Walt Whitman's Specimen Days. Average: 3.5 3.7 3.67 3.62
* [Asterisk Book]
A footnote to the Efficiency Toolkit, * provides a poetic perspective from which to view, and then review the pieces. The Enclosure
The enclosure houses and protects the different elements of the Efficiency Toolkit. Part IV: Conclusions
The results will always be inconclusive. Subjective measurements of a process that is inherently inefficient will result in no answers. Ultimately, the Efficiency Toolkit is a means of questioning, not answering. 
Part V: Figures

